Dog Scout Texas Mini-Camp General Information & Orientation
(Almost everything you need to know for camp)
Pre-arrival: Are you really ready for the camp experience? It’s been a long time since we were kids at camp,
and some of us never got to go to camp at all.
Rules: Campers have told us they were surprised by the volume of rules and safety precautions sent out and
provided in the pre-camp materials, but then realized that most of the stuff was “no-brainer”material. All of the
rules are really common sense sort of stuff that the average adult human would not think we’d need to
mention. As you read through the rules and policies, you may think to yourself, “Who would do that?” However,
for every “no brainer”rule or precautionary statement we include, there has been a person who actually did
what the rule covers, creating a potential hazard to self, others, and/or the property, and causing us to feel the
need to enumerate every little “common sense” rule. We don’t mean to insult anyone. We don’t mean to sound
restrictive. All the rules are in place for your safety, enjoyment of camp, and protection
Expectations: It’s ALL about expectations. Everyone has a different idea of what their week of camp will be
like. If the actual camp experience does not exactly fit the mental image of the dream vacation you had in
mind, then you will be dissatisfied. We don’t like to have dissatisfied campers, especially when it’s a simple
thing like their own unrealistic expectations that make them dissatisfied (something that we have no control
over.) So, we try to provide as much information ahead of time, and paint a picture for you that is accurate, and
not glossed-over or seen through rose-colored glasses.
The camp “community:” By signing on for camp, you are joining a little
community for a few days. You will be learning, playing, eating, and
sleeping next to other adults and their dogs. As a member of this new
community, it is your responsibility to follow rules and be a “team player”
just as you hope the other campers will so you can also enjoy camp. All
of the rules we have in place have been put there for the safety and
preservation of yourself, those around you and the camp itself. As a
general rule, ask yourself if what you are doing will pose a danger to your
dog, yourself, the property, or other people. If so, then don’t do it! Because
we are adults, and not kids, we are used to having things just the way we
like them in life (we’re “spoiled”). For some, it is harder than for others to co-exist in this camp community for a
few days. Our most frequent gripe from campers is about other campers not following rules! We must all try to
get along. If you’re a “me-first” kind of person, or feel your camp fee entitles you to be rude, I can tell you right
now that you are probably not going to enjoy this camp experience, which depends on your ability to share and
work well with others who have paid the same fee.
Arrival: Please plan to arrive as early as possible after 8:00 am on the first day of camp. Arriving early allows
you and your dog time to settle in, get unpacked and stretch your legs before you sit for awhile during the first
lectures. When you turn into the camp property, take the road to the left and continue until just past the orange
fencing (off-leash area) to the Retreat Center. Pull in and go inside the Retreat Center to register and get your
cabin assignment, then drive around to your cabin to unload and park. We will kick things off with lunch at
1:00pm Thursday.
Off-leash area: Often after a long drive, your dog will likely want to stretch his legs. The fenced play area is
found to the right of the retreat center, where you check in. You MUST stay in this area with your dog or assign
a responsible adult that agrees to watch your dog. If you have a small dog, or a dog that jumps fences, you will
need to exercise extra supervision because the fencing is temporary construction fencing (4’ high) and small
dogs might can squeeze under it Please limit your time in the off-leash area if others are waiting to use it. and
their dog needs alone time in the area. You are also welcome to walk your dog around the property but be
sure he is on leash and that you are prepared to pick up after him. If you choose to stretch your legs on one
of the nature trails, be sure to alert a buddy or take one with you. We don’t want to lose you before camp even
gets started!

Checking-in: As soon as you arrive, check in at the Retreat Center (the building with all the glass doors). We
will help you find your cabin so you can get settled in. You’ll also be asked to verify that we have your and your
dog’s information correct. This is also when you will sign a release form and turn in your dog’s health form. If
you are coming to camp for the first time, you will receive a 3-ring binder at check-in. You can use this to hold
your badge check-off sheets, badge forms and informational handouts from the training sessions. Repeat
campers should have a binder from a previous year and should bring it with them.
Photos: After the check-in time on Thursday, there will
likely be a photographer available to start taking camper
photos outside the Retreat Center. Once you have
checked in, try to go ahead and get your photo taken with
your dog so we don’t have to chase you down during
camp. The camper photos will be included on the photo
DVD available after camp.

Lunch/ New Camper Orientation: Lunch will be provided in the Retreat Center on Thursday. New campers
will lunch in the camp store (located in the Retreat Center - where you checked in) and have a New Camper
Orientation during lunch to help fill you in on things you’ll want to know to bring you up to speed regarding
camp, how the badge process works, etc.
First session: We’ll have introductions so you can meet the staff and fellow campers, point out where certain
things and activities will be located and share other helpful info you won’t want to miss.
Classes and mini-seminars: We do offer some classes concurrently with other classes on the schedule. This
means you will have to choose which one you will attend. Often these are classes that are for either a first time
camper or repeat camper and the number of times you have been to camp may play a part in which activity
you should choose.
Dog Scout Class: If you are a first-year camper, you will not want to miss the Dog Scout Class. It is on the
schedule at the same time as leadership training. The new leaders (usually repeat campers) participate in the
training and certification of the new Scout teams. So, the leaders are being evaluated while they teach you to
become Dog Scouts. The leadership training program during camp is one of the ways we get people who are
qualified to evaluate the dogs and people for the Dog Scout title, so you are each helping each other. Please
be patient with the leader training. It’s part of the learning process. Don’t make the mistake of skipping out
during that hour— everything you need to know to pass the Dog Scout certification takes place in that hour
each day. If you want to earn any of the merit badges, your dog must attend and pass the Dog Scout class.
You must also be a DSA member in good standing for your dog to become a Scout. If for some reason your
dog doesn’t pass this test, you can hold on to any other badge forms he might have earned and complete your
Dog Scout test by video (or in-person with a certified Scoutmaster if you have one in your area).

Merit Badges: Please consult your camp schedule as to the days and times
each activity is to be first introduced. It is imperative that you attend the
"how to" orientation and safety lecture (O&S) on each activity before
engaging in that activity with your dog. Each introduction session covers
the mechanics of the activity as well as rules and safety concerns with regard
to that particular activity. After the introduction O&S for each activity, campers will then practice the activity with
instructor’s help and supervision (this is not always right after the O&S. The practice session might start the
following day). Activities are geared so that all or most dogs can participate. If you miss a lecture, thinking your
dog will not be able to or want to do that activity, and then change your mind, you'll be "bummin." For example,
the Art of Shaping covers the basics used to teach everything at camp and all the badge activities. It’s way
more than just painting! So if you think you could skip that one, better think again. It is very important for you to

follow the guidelines on the check-off sheets and training outlined in the associated pages for each badge. The
activities taught in camp are all progressive, and you must lay a proper foundation for subsequent training.
Once your dog is checked off at one level and is ready to go on to the next, he does not have to be checked off
again at the previous level (unless you go to a different instructor). If he seems to "forget" what he did at the
previous practice session, back up and repeat the last few things you were able to check off (review previous
successful sequences) before moving on. Just because your dog has a checkmark by something does not
mean he will never again need to review it. It is always a good idea to review the last thing your dog did
successfully before moving on to a new level.
To earn the badge, we expect your dog to be able to repeat the desired performance, not just get it right once
on a lucky fluke. Most of the work you do to earn the badge will be on your own, under the supervision of one
or more instructors. The instructors will not "re-teach" everything during the practice session. That's why you
must attend the instructional O&S portion of the activity before starting on a practice session. The purpose of
the instructors is to help you with trouble areas, clarify things, maintain safety and traffic flow, or act as a
spotter. To get your badge, your instructor must have witnessed you performing the required activities (items in
bold on the check-off sheet).
Practice time: You are also encouraged to practice the various activities (once
you have attended the introduction lecture) on your own during your free time
and actually start working on the behaviors you can before camp. You will need
to do this with the "buddy system," as it will be easier and safer if you have a
companion to assess your performance or spot you if you need help. The
equipment will be in the field for your use, as long as you practice safely and
humanely. Instructors will offer help if they are in the area, but they are only
required to be there during the time which is scheduled for that activity. For
instance, if you decide to skip the art of shaping practice time with your dog,
and go to the agility field instead you may do so, but don’t be surprised if the
instructor is not waiting on the agility field for you! The instructors are campers,
too, or they might have other camp duties and they also need some down time
to rest or work with their own dog. If you go to the water or the agility field, we
ask that you have another human with you for safety sake.
Note: While we try to be uniform, not every instructor, co-instructor, or assistant instructor teaches the same
class the same way. If you are told one thing by one staff member, and another by a different staff member,
you may not know what to think. They are not trying to confuse you. If it’s regarding training, be aware that
there are about as many ways to train something as there are instructors. You can let the instructor know what
you have been doing so far and then get advice if that’s not working for you. If it is a difference in requirements
for a badge checkout, please contact Mart or Cindy to get the final word on the matter. Every now and then, we
have to clarify something for an instructor who is making certain requirements for checkouts that are simply not
needed. Or, two instructors may be administering the same merit badge, but one might be more “lenient”, and
the other more strict. I assure you, they are each trying to do their best to uphold the standards of Dog Scouts
of America. It may also be a badge that was recently updated and the instructor might be using what was
previously required out of habit.
Trails: There are only three actual backpacking sessions. The first is the introduction, after which we will fit the
dogs with their packs and get them used to wearing them. This will be followed by a one-, two-and three mile
hike on consecutive days. The requirements for your merit badge are that you complete the 3 mile check-out
hike and log in a minimum of at least 6 miles of backpacking over the time of camp. It takes about 20 minutes
to walk one mile. You can make up a hike on your own time if you miss the group hike. Remember to have
your log signed by your hiking buddy to verify your mileage. Save your backpacking log page, as your miles
qualify for packdog titles. The trails around the camp are relatively well marked, but we would appreciate it if
you want to walk the trails during non-scheduled backpacking times, take a human buddy along or at the very
least, let a friend or cabinmate know where you are going. Please stay on the groomed trails. You may use the
trails to take hikes any time you feel like it during the day but we appreciate you not going alone.

Backpacks: If you do not have a backpack for your dogs, we recommend
you pick one up locally or order one from the online store and have it
shipped ahead of time so your dog can get used to wearing it prior to camp.
There is a limited supply in the online store of our adjustable, convertible
and affordable Dog Scout Packs that come in several sizes from tiny to
extra large. These fit over a Premier Sure-Fit harness which comes with
the pack. It is recommended that you order your pack in advance so you
have time to acclimate your dog to wearing a pack based on the training
advice found with the Backpacking badge forms (on the DSA website).
Pace Yourself: There are many areas of activity being officially offered at camp which are eligible for merit
badges upon completion. You are not required, nor expected, to complete them all. It is possible that you
have a dog which could earn a lot of the merit badges offered at a camp. However, I suggest that you don't "go
overboard" trying to master all activities introduced here at camp. There will be other camps and other chances
to complete your merit badge requirements in the future, even after you get home (by video or for a certified
Evaluator). To get all of your badges on the first try, you will be busy morning, noon and night, sacrificing all of
your free time, and your dog will likely be getting tired and stressed. Especially if he is used to sleeping for 8+
hours a day while you are at work! Fun is why we are here! You don't have to make your camp time a
"marathon." Take it easy. Have fun. Enjoy your dog. For some people, it’s “all about the badges.” For others,
they could care less about the badges and don’t even try to earn them. Most dogs sleep all day! They are not
used to this much activity and need their own rest time so they don’t get grumpy. We will repeat this warning
over and over at camp. Even though we recommend that each camper try only a few merit badge activities per
camp, there will still be people trying to do it all, and blaming us because they’re tired at the end of the
weekend and their dog got snappy. Please keep in mind that YOU are responsible for making sure you and
your dog do not become too stressed by overactivity during camp. In addition to the advertised activities, your
week will include options for fun and games, interesting lectures, contests, and campfires. There will be more
than enough to keep you busy, but if you get overwhelmed, you can always just take time out to relax. If you
find your dog is the one needing a break, you are welcome to attend the practice sessions without him so you
can still learn from watching others and hearing what the instructor has to say.

Quiet, Please! Because the camp schedule is full of fun things to
do all day, many campers choose to get up early to get in a
“make-up” hike, or take their dog out for a swim, or do some early
morning tracking. If you are an early riser, please be mindful of our
“no noise times.” After 11:00 pm and until 7:00 am, you must not
have any “noisy” fun. Don’t let your dog bark or do any other noisy
activities, like retrieving a toy from the water, during these times. If
we have a campfire sing-along, or “group howl” it will be finished
before 11:00 pm. Be aware of the noise level and be courteous of
others who are trying to rest. You may want to bring some rubber
bands for your dog’s tags if they jingle or purchase a tag silencer
from the camp store and you might want some ear plugs
(available in the camp store) if anyone (or any dog) snores.
If you arrive for camp before 8 am or after 11pm, please just bring in your sleeping bag and pillow and do your
best to quietly find your room and bed. Your name should be on the door to your room. If you plan to arrive
before or after hours, please let Cindy know (cell 817-821-5826) so she can give you your cabin assignment.
Both people and dogs are meant to enjoy their stay here at Dog Scout Camp. Please be mindful of the rights
of others. It's nice to be out in nature and let your dog run and play, but please do not let your dog run off leash
around camp and do not give your dog freedom at the expense of the other camper's enjoyment of their
vacation experience. Dog Scouts must get along well in groups, but please do not let your dog force himself
on someone else or their dog(s). Please do not let your dog out of your sight unless he is crated. It is a
definite “no-no” to have your dog outside while you are in a building, loose in a building while you are in

another area, or tied out when not in your direct sight. Each dog must be supervised and with a person in
charge of watching him/her while in the off-leash play yard.
Clean-up after your dog: As always, we must clean up after our dogs. Clean-up bags are available in
camp, but please bring plenty of your own clean-up bags. Clean-up bags are required in your dog's backpack
when you're on the trails. Clean-up bags must be disposed of properly and only in the 5 gallon buckets
designated for that purpose. Please be sure to securely tie/close the bag! Mart & Cindy have to dump the
buckets into the dumpster after camp and open bags that spill their contents make the job even less pleasant!
Yuck!
Poop Police: We must set an example as responsible dog owners both at camp and after you return home. It
is rare to find any poop on the ground at camp. Dog Scout Camp has its own “Poop Police.” They are out to
“bust” you! Of course, we believe in positive reinforcement training, so we don’t punish you if you’re caught
without your baggie. However, if you’re busted carrying baggies (AND are wearing your name tag) the poop
police officer will give you a ticket. On this ticket you write your name, and then you put the ticket in the
drawing box in the dining hall. We make several drawings at the beginnings of each meal, and you could win
some nice prizes, just for being a good dog owner (and wearing your name tag and showing up on time for
meals)! You must be present to win when your name is called. So you’ll want to get to the meals on time. If
you do happen to find a stray pile, you can get an extra ticket for the drawing if you pick it up and dispose of
the stray pile properly. Piles left by wild animals do not count :-)
Good Camper Tickets: We also have camp “helper” awards. You get a drawing ticket for such things as the
“stray poop picker” drawing. You should see everyone diving for that pile that someone overlooked, so that
they can get into the prize drawing! There will also be tickets hidden around camp. If you find one, put your
name on it and place it in the mealtime drawing bin. We will also plan to have a camp “Job Jar.” If you want to
choose one of the chores in the jar to help out, there may be a special prize for you.

The Mark G. Echterling Spirit Award: Mark Echterling was a camper, an instructor,
a staff member and a friend to all who knew him through Dog Scout Camps. He
began his relationship with Dog Scouts of America as a camper and became so helpful
and invaluable, that he quickly became a staff member for each of the summer camp
sessions. Mark was a quiet but strong influence at camp. He quietly sought out the
campers who seemed to be struggling and offered encouragement and assistance in
any way he could provide. We personally met Mark when we attended our first summer
camp in 2001 and he quickly became a favorite friend! Mark founded Echo Dogs White
Shepherd Rescue in 1999 and that is where we turned when we were looking to adopt a
new family member in 2006 and brought our Zeke into our family. Mark passed from this
earth in 2004 after an 18-month battle with lung cancer. The Mark G. Echterling Award is
presented to someone at each camp who exemplies Mark’s spirit of contributing in an
extra helpful way to camp. Nominations can be made for campers or staff members during the weekend of
camp and the Award will be presented on Sunday evening during the Awards ceremony. Nomination forms
will be on a table in the Retreat Center with a container to place them in.
Questions? Some of the staff working at this camp have been chosen because of their involvement in many
different dog activities. Others have been chosen because of strength in one particular area. Please see the
"Meet Your Staff” section of the pre-camp material for a short biography on each instructor. If you have a
question about a particular topic, there may be one staff member more qualified to answer it than another,
depending on their background. If the person you ask does not feel prepared to answer your question
correctly, he or she will find someone who can. Several of our campers have been to camp before and know
the answers to most questions. They would be available to give advice, share stories, and spill their guts about
some of the camp secrets, private jokes, folklore and training tips. To locate a repeat camper, simply look on
their name tag and you’ll be able to see how many camps a person has attended and campers who have
attended mini-camp three or more years will be wearing their Happy Camper pins!

Where The Heck Are We? If you want to let someone know where you are, the camp is Camp Carter YMCA,
6200 Sand Springs Road, Fort Worth, TX 76114. If someone needs to get in touch with you, they can call
Cindy’s cell phone: 817-821-5826.
Cancellations: If you can’t come to camp at the last minute, or you leave camp for any reason, including an
emergency, such as an illness, your camp fee is not refundable, as your spot cannot be filled at that late date.
If your dog comes into heat just before or during camp, you do not have to withdraw from camp. You do have
to work harder to keep away from the intact male dogs (it’s not fair to them), and you must have your dog wear
a panty and something to mask the scent. If you are rooming with anyone who has an intact male dog, you will
be moved to another room, where your female’s presence will not be so compelling to the male. If you suspect
your female may come into heat during camp, it may be better to bring a different dog, if you have that option.
Shopping: The mini- camp store is open all day, and you will have a
tab sheet at the store. You’ll need to pay your tab when you check out
on the last day of camp or before you leave camp. The best time to hit
the camp store is before camp starts, or the morning of the first day.
Shop early and often! At check-out, we will ask that those leaving Sunday
night that have a ways to travel be allowed to settle their tabs first so they
can get on the road. After that, we will ask that you settle your tab
alphabetically, according to your last name, to keep everyone from having
to stand in a long line (we’ll be alternating A-Z and Z-A every other year.
We are not set up to receive credit cards so we can only accept checks
and cash for payment. There are ATM’s in town if you need cash to pay
your tab. Check is the preferred method of payment as we will not have
cash on hand to make change.
Bathrooms: The shower rooms and bathrooms are in the cabins where you will sleep. There are enough
showers so that each person can get a shower each day. No one should have to stand in line and wait for a
shower for more than a few minutes. There are also bathrooms in the Retreat Center and Dining Hall.
Visitors to camp: We regret that we can not allow you to invite people to come to camp to “visit.” There is no
provision for visitors. Anyone who sets foot on the camp grounds must be insured, must sign the release form,
must have viewed the pre-camp material, and must know and obey the camp rules. Therefore, we cannot allow
unregistered guests to come into camp. Dogs not registered for camp in advance and any animal other than a
dog are not allowed on camp property. This is for the health and safety of the registered dogs and for the
health and safety of the dogs and other pets the campers will be going home to (we don’t want to be the place
where a person picked up a disease that got carried home to other pets). Violation of this rule may result in
your being asked to leave camp as well as provide a health certificate for the animal(s).
Meals: The meals are prepared at camp and the menu is decided weeks in advance. If you are a vegetarian,
we will try to provide a vegetarian option but we have very limited selection for the menu and we must choose
meals from the list provided by the camp. Camp Carter normally caters to youngsters and the meals reflect
that. We will do the best we can to provide a variety of menus that most campers will find appealing. There
will be hot breakfasts each morning and a salad bar with lunch and dinner. We will email the menus to
campers ahead of time so you will know if there is something available for your needs. Most campers find that
they stay so busy at camp, that by the time meal times roll around, they are so hungry they’ll eat anything! But
if you require some other form of diet, because of allergies or weight control, or personal preferences, you
should bring some back-up vittles to camp with you. If you feel you will not be able “create your own meal”
from what is provided, then you should pack along some food options of your own to fill in. You are welcome to
use the refrigerator and freezer in the RETREAT CENTER kitchen. We have been asked that campers not
use the kitchen in the dining hall as the kitchen staff will be busy in there and will be using the fridges there for
the camper meals. You can eat as much as you like at camp, but please be sure everyone has had a chance
to get their first helpings before you go back for more. Please only take the amount of food YOU will eat (camp
food is not for your canine). There should be plenty of food and if something is running low, notify the kitchen
staff. If you arrive at mealtime late, someone else will have no doubt eaten your share, by having seconds
and thirds (since they looked around and thought that everyone had already eaten.) Again, we apologize, but

have no way of controlling other peoples’ actions. The food is set out at eating temperature at the beginning of
the meal time. It is not continuously cooked, like a short-order grille. Even though the meal time is set at 50
minutes, we’re usually wrapping up after about 30 minutes and moving on to starting the auction and need to
be cleaned up and ready for the next activity by the end of the scheduled meal time. Your dog will not be able
to go through the line with you. They are allowed in the dining hall but not in the food line so if you take your
dog with you to meals, you’ll have to talk someone into holding your dog’s leash while you go through the line.
It’s hard to eat, visit with campers, tune in to the mealtime auctions AND keep your eye on your dog.
Therefore, we recommend leaving your dog in the cabin during mealtimes and letting them have some quiet
time and rest.
Stray Food: We also would appreciate it if you did not take food to your room, or give any leftovers or table
scraps to your dogs. This attracts insects and little animals (maybe even some big ones), and is not good for
your dog’s digestive system (it could also start a dog fight.)
Responsibility: You are responsible for your own dog… to make sure he is not a nuisance, to make sure he is
not barking, and to make sure he is safely contained or under your control at all times. You need to bring a
crate to camp with you. There may be very few times when your dog will actually have to go in the crate,
however, it will be there for him to rest in, undisturbed, when you need it, like when you take a shower and
attend human-only activities. Remember you are responsible for keeping your dog on a leash, crated or
otherwise under your control at all times. Please read the release form carefully. It states that you are
responsible for your dog, no matter what happens.

Wildlife: There is a fair bit of wildlife at camp. Mostly deer and armadillos
but know there could also be coyotes, skunks, and snakes in the area.
Don’t let your dog harass the wildlife. He might run down the trail after a
deer, and not turn back for miles (as even an honor scout once did, a dog
the owner would have bet big money wouldn’t run off and ignore a recall
cue). As for most of the wild animals, they don’t hang around the
populated areas. When we go on our hikes, your dog should be on a
leash unless they have been pre-approved for hiking off leash.
Porcupines don’t run very fast— they don’t have to!

Identification: In the unlikely event that a dog would run away from dog camp (You’ve got to be kidding! This
is the most fun he’s had in his life!), we recommend that your dog wear an I.D. tag to camp with your cell
phone number or another number where someone can be reached if no one is at your home.
What To Bring: You will receive a list of suggested items to bring to camp. Don’t forget that we’re having a
Not-So Silent Auction again. This is where we ask everyone to bring a doggie (or any) item for the campers to
bid on to raise money for Dog Scouts of America. Its great fun, plus we raise lots of money for the programs of
DSA. We call it our “not so silent” auction because bidding starts on paper, then selected items are also live
auctioned at meal times. If there is an item you like, please put a bid on the paper slip that corresponds to that
item and try to take care of bidding wars there. By doing most of the bidding on paper, it saves time during the
live auction and we can see who is interested in the item. We try to be sure interested persons are in the room,
but can’t make any guarantees, so you’ll want to stick around. Please also make sure you take a good look at
the items before the live bid starts. Having to wait for people to inspect items that are currently being bid on
takes time that we don’t always have (especially if there are LOTS of items to auction). No item is too big or too
small. Most items will be grouped in “lots” due to the amount of items up for auction. Many of the items will be
pulled for “auto draws” meaning when we pull the auction sheet, whoever has the last bid gets the item and it
doesn’t go to live auction. Please bring a checkbook for your camp store purchases and camp tab (we
cannot accept credit cards). Cash is accepted too, but it’s easier for us to keep track of who has paid what with
a check. Few people are able to leave camp without at least a few items on their camp tab - irresistible auction
items, DSA shirts, recommended training equipment are just a few of the popular items found on camp tabs.

Any dog/owner using a retractable leash is automatically on “probation” as far as the leash goes and we will
ask you to use another leash if we see it being used inappropriately. We highly recommend non-retractable
leashes (just ask our troop member who has a 6-inch scar on her leg from a retractable leash cord burn!)

Pages to print and bring
 Map - complete with written directions to the camp. Trail maps are available at camp, but you can
print your own map of the facility if you’d like.
 Schedule –emailed to you- plan your strategy for which activities you’d like to attend
 Waiver/ Release Form –It is available ahead of time for you to read-- you’ll be required to have one be
signed and witnessed during check-in at camp. It will save time at check-in if you have already read this
form.
 Dog’s Health Form - have this verified by your vet within 30 days prior to camp, preferably between 14
and 30 days prior to camp, then bring it with you. We also recommend you mail or scan and email a
copy ahead of time so we are sure to have it just in case you forget to pack it.
 Badge forms: You are encouraged to look at (and print) the badge forms and requirements (check-off
sheets) ahead of time online at www.dogscouts.org. Go to the section called “merit badges”, and view
the pages you want to work on for this year’s camp (not all badges are available at every camp). We
will have some copies of the badge forms at camp but ask that you bring with you the ones you know
you are interested in so there’s not a rush Sunday afternoon to print a couple of dozen different badge
forms that we ran out of.
Schedule Changes: While we rarely have any changes, the camp schedule IS subject to change. We try our
best to inform everyone in advance of these changes, but sometimes the weather or unforeseen
circumstances cause sudden changes. Annoucements will be made at meal times of any schedule changes.
We encourage everyone to keep a copy of the schedule on you, but we will also have a copy in each cabin, in
the dining hall and in the Retreat Center.
Evaluation forms: Each year we make several changes for the next year’s camp. These changes are usually
based on suggestions from the campers or staff. On Sunday, we will ask you all to complete an Evaluation
form and we ask that everyone participate. It helps us to know what people liked and what people would like
changed. We have had several suggestions implemented based on campers suggestions and they were such
great ideas, we were wondering why we didn’t think of them on our own!
Compliment board – We’re all about positive reinforcement and this is a way of letting other people know that
they are appreciated. Anyone who wants to can put a note on the dry-erase board to thank or praise a staff
member, another camper or something else they liked about camp. There’s nothing like instant feedback to let
us or someone else know that you’ve really liked something about your camp experience. If you run out of
room on the board, just write it on a post-it note and stick it on the edge of the board.
Care Bear –We realize sometimes there may be issues going on that we are not aware of but no one wants to
step forward and bring to someone’s attention either because it’s a delicate situation or they don’t want to be
considered complainers or whatever. We don’t always know which campers are struggling and if someone is
having issues, we want to try to help them have a great camp experience and not find out after camp is over
that they were struggling and wish we could have helped. And, it’s just as bad to offer help that is not needed
(some people get offended), as it is to have not helped someone who did need some extra “hand holding.”
Since we’re not clairvoyant, and the people who don’t want help look just exactly like the ones who desperately
need it, we’ve created a “special Care Bear bag”. If you feel you just “aren’t getting” the clicker training, for
example, or somehow feel that you are not getting the attention you need from your instructor, or there is a
particular thing that is puzzling you, or you have a concern with your roommate, or you think that everyone is
too busy, and you don’t want to interrupt them to ask for additional help, or ANYTHING else, just “tell it to the
bear”. At the end of your rope? Need an extra hand? Have a question or concern? There’s no need to wait,
just put your concern on paper and slip it into the Care Bear bag. We want to help. We do not mean to
OVERLOOK you, but, as I pointed out, the campers all LOOK like they are having fun. Because we are NOT
mind readers, we have left it up to you to seek the help you need. We’re there for you… just ASK. We will read
the concerns in the Care Bear bag several times a day, and address them ASAP.

Countdown: Ok. Get psyched up. We are! We are looking forward to camp,
and hope you and your dog are, too. If you have any last minute questions
about something I did not cover in any of these materials, e-mail me and I’ll
try to help.
We look forward to seeing you all at camp!
You’ll have a great time and your dog will thank you for it!!
Mart & Cindy

